In this short report, we investigate the ability of the DCCA coefficient to measure correlation level between non-stationary series. Based on a wide Monte Carlo simulation study, we show that the DCCA coefficient can estimate the correlation coefficient accurately regardless the strength of non-stationarity (measured by the fractional differencing parameter d). For a comparison, we also report the results for the standard Pearson's correlation coefficient. The DCCA coefficient dominates the Pearson's coefficient for non-stationary series.
Introduction
Analysis of power-law cross-correlations between various time series has become a popular topic in a broad range of fields -hydrology [4] , seismology [21] , traffic [31, 27, 32] , finance [17, 6, 5, 3] , biometrics [23] , (hydro)meteorology [24, 8] , biology [28] , DNA sequences [22] , electricity [25] , neuroscience [7] , geophysics [13] and others. The power-law (long-term or long-range) cross-correlated processes are standardly described as the ones with power-law decaying cross-correlation function ρ xy (k) with lag k so that ρ xy (k) ∝ k −γ for k → +∞. In contrast, the short-range cross-correlated processes are characteristic by a rapid decay (standardly exponential or faster) of the cross-correlation function. Strength of the power-law cross-correlations is usually represented by the parameter λ or the bivariate Hurst exponent H xy which are connected to γ as λ = H xy = 1 − γ/2 [12] .
For an estimation of parameters λ and H xy , several estimators have been proposed -(multifractal) detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA and MF-DXA) [19, 33] , (mul-tifractal) height cross-correlation analysis (HXA and MF-HXA) [10] , detrending movingaverage cross-correlation analysis (DMCA) [5] , averaged periodogram estimator (APE) [20] and multifractal cross-correlation analysis based on statistical moments (MFSMXA) [26] . Several processes mimicking the power-law cross-correlations have been proposed as well [16, 20, 11] . Utilizing the ideas of long-range cross-correlations, connected scaling laws and a specific bivariate Hurst exponent estimator DCCA, Zebende [29] proposed DCCA crosscorrelation coefficient to measure correlation level between non-stationary series. Podobnik et al. [18] expanded the coefficient and proposed to use it to test the presence of power-law cross-correlations between series. In this branch of research, the rescaled covariance test has been introduced just recently [12] . Three ways how to utilize the DCCA coefficient have been further proposed by Balocchi et al. [1] , Zebende et al. [30] and Blythe [2] . Here we focus on the assertion that the DCCA cross-correlation coefficient is able to measure strength and level of correlations between non-stationary series [29, 18] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly introduces the DCCA correlation coefficient and the Monte Carlo simulations setting is described in detail. Section 3 brings the results comparing the performance of the DCCA coefficient with respect to changing stationary/non-stationarity. In Section 4, we compare the performance with the standard Pearson's correlation coefficient and we show that the DCCA method strongly outperforms the standard correlation for the non-stationary series.
Methodology

DCCA coefficient
Detrended cross-correlation coefficient [29] combines detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA) [19] and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [14, 15, 9] to construct a correlation coefficient for detrended series, which might be also asymptotically non-stationary (with the Hurst exponent H ≥ 1), as
where F 2 DCCA (s) is a detrended covariance between partial sums (profiles) {X t } and {Y t } for a window size s, and F 2 DF A,x and F 2 DF A,y are detrended variances of partial sums {X t } and {Y t }, respectively, for a window size s [9, 19] . Specifically for time series
which is divided into overlapping boxes of length (scale) s. In each box between j and j + s − 1, the linear fit of a time trend is constructed so that we get X k,j for j ≤ k ≤ j + s − 1. Detrended variance is then defined as
Detrended variance is then averaged over all boxes of length s to obtain the fluctuation
For two time series {x t } and {y t }, we are interested in the detrended covariance of profiles
which is again averaged over all boxes 1 with scale s to obtain
These fluctuations are then inputted into Eq. 1. Podobnik et al. [18] show that −1 ≤ ρ DCCA (s) ≤ 1 so that the DCCA coefficient can be interpreted as a standard correlation coefficient with ρ DCCA (s) = −1 for perfectly anti-correlated series, ρ DCCA (s) = 1 for perfectly correlated series and ρ DCCA (s) = 0 for uncorrelated processes.
Simulations setting
We are interested in the ability of the DCCA coefficient to measure correlation between non-stationary series. To do so, we simulate a wide range of processes with varying correlation strength and varying level of (non-)stationarity. Two ARFIMA(0,d,0) processes with correlated innovations are used for this matter:
where a n (d) = Γ(n+d) Γ(n+1)Γ(d) , ε t = ν t = 0, ε 2 t = ν 2 t = 1 and ε t ν t = ρ εν . For our purposes, we vary the parameters d 1 , d 2 , ρ εν , s and T to see how the method fares. We use d 1 = d 2 = d for simplicity and ρ εν ranges between -0.9 and 0.9 with a step of 0.1. Two time series lengths -T = 1000 and T = 5000 -are analyzed to see whether the performance of the DCCA coefficient changes for different series lengths. The last parameter we vary is the scale s where we utilize four different levels -s = T 100 , T 50 , T 10 , T 5 . In an ideal case, the estimated correlation coefficients should be equal to ρ εν regardless the other parameters and mainly the parameter d. Fractional differencing parameter d separates the time series between stationary and non-stationary, d = 0.5 (which is parallel to H = 1 in the long-term memory setting) being the separating point. However, the separation is more detailed. For d < 0.5, we have stationary processes. For 0.5 ≤ d < 1, the processes are non-stationary but mean-reverting. And for d ≥ 1, we obtain nonstationary non-mean-reverting (explosive) processes. In order to show whether the DCCA coefficient is able to capture the correlation between processes with different levels of (non-)stationarity, we study the cases when d = 0.1, 0.4, 0.6, 0.9, 1.1, 1.4, i.e. two stationary, non-stationary mean-reverting, and non-stationary non-mean-reverting processes each.
For each combination of parameters d, ρ εν , s and T , we simulate 1000 repetitions. Each setting is then analyzed with respect to the 2.5th, the 50th and the 97.5th quantiles, i.e. the 95% confidence intervals and the median, and the standard deviation of the estimated DCCA coefficient. For the comparison purposes and to show a potential power of the DCCA coefficient, we also discuss the results of the standard Pearson's correlation coefficient.
Results
We are primarily interested in the ability of the DCCA coefficient to estimate a correct correlation between two series regardless the potential non-stationarity. For that matter, we perform a wide Monte Carlo simulation study where the memory parameter d, correlation coefficient ρ εν , scale s and time series length T vary, and we are interested in the influence of these parameters on the performance of the coefficient ρ DCCA (s). For a better comparison of the results and for easier drawing of conclusion, we present the results in a form of charts. Figs. 1 and 3 show the median values and the 95% confidence intervals of the DCCA coefficients for T = 1000 and T = 5000, respectively, for various scales s, correlation coefficients ρ εν and the fractional integration levels d. The results are based on 1000 The results share several common points. Firstly, the DCCA coefficient is an unbiased estimator of the true correlation coefficient regardless all the parameters settings we apply. Secondly, the estimates are more precise for higher absolute values of the true correlation coefficient. Thirdly, the precision (measured by the standard deviations) is approximately symmetric around the zero correlation. Fourthly, the estimates are more precise for the lower scales. Fifthly, the precision of the estimates decreases with increasing d. And sixthly, the precision of the estimates does not vary much with increasing time series length; the dominant parameter in this case seems to be the scale s and its connection to the time series length T rather than T alone. The most important of these points is the fact that the DCCA coefficient is able to estimate the true correlation coefficient with no bias even for strongly non-stationary series. Even though the confidence intervals widen markedly between d = 1.1 and d = 1.4, the DCCA coefficient remains unbiased. By this analysis, we strongly support the claims of Zebende [29] and Podobnik et al. [18] that the DCCA coefficient can be used to measure correlation between non-stationary time series. 
Discussion and conclusions
In order to support our results and also to stress a need for a precise estimator of the correlation coefficient between non-stationary series, we present the results of simulations of the standardly used Pearson's correlation coefficient in the same simulation setting. As the simulations now lose scale parameter s, we can present the results more easily in Fig.  5 . In the figure, we again observe several regularities. Firstly, the estimator becomes biased for non-zero correlations and the bias increases (in absolute value) with increasing strength of non-stationarity (increasing d). Secondly, the standard deviation increases markedly with the parameter d. And thirdly, the confidence intervals of the Pearson's correlation coefficient become extremely wide for non-stationary series. By looking at Fig. 5 , we observe that even for a rather weak non-stationarity of d = 0.6 and zero true correlation, the confidence intervals range between approximately -0.4 and 0.4 (compared to approximately -0.13 and 0.13 for the DCCA coefficient with s = T /100). For the nonstationary slightly below the unit-root -d = 0.9 -the range widens to an interval between -0.75 and 0.75 (compared to approximately -0.16 and 0.16 for the DCCA coefficient with s = T /100). For the stronger forms of non-stationarity, the confidence intervals cover almost the whole range of the correlation coefficients. This again does not change much with an increasing time series length. These results indicate that the standard Pearson's coefficient is practically useless for non-stationary time series. Contrary to the results for the Pearson's correlation coefficient, we have shown that the DCCA coefficient is able to estimate the true correlation coefficient between series precisely regardless the non-stationarity strength. Even though the performance varies with some of the parameters, the coefficient remains a very promising tool for measuring the dependence between non-stationary series.
